NSB - banded ramp assembly
Banded ramp
Rotating barrel band
Muzzle protection
Muzzle plug protection

The NSB-banded ramp with rotating barrel band, makes a suitable heavy duty tracking gun out of your standard rifle.
In combination with a swivel stud attached to either side of the butt stock, your rifle can be carried in an optimal position when walking in thick
foliage or over rough terrain. No matter whether used with a backpack style sling or a classic gun sling, the rifle will always rotate and lay flat
against the back of the shooter.
A low maintenance guide-bearing provides rattle-free movement of the rotating swivel. If needed the barrel band and the guide-bearing can
be easily disassembled for a thorough cleaning by simply loosening a torx-screw.
With the position of the barrel band swivel located very close to the muzzle, snagging of the barrel on trees or bushes is greatly reduced.
It is also possible to install the banded ramp assembly slightly muzzle forward providing extra protection for the muzzle and the gun muzzle-plug.
The NSB-banded ramp assembly will accept all of our ATV-/Universal-front sight inserts, this will allow you to create a variety of different
heights and styles. The heights shown in the table below refer to the lowest possible position of the front sight insert.
Sight hoods 13093 and 13097 fit on the NSB-banded ramp. They attach from the rear and are locked in place by means of a set screw.
The NSB-banded ramp assembly includes the guide bearing and the barrel band.
The loop, ATV/Universal-front sight insert and sight hood are available separately.
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